**Fighting childhood hunger**

**by Katherine Basaran**

This spring the Indiana Division teamed up with local lawmakers for Eliminate 68 to raise awareness about childhood hunger and to serve Hoosier families who suffer from food insecurity.

Eliminate 68 refers to the number of hours during the week a child is not at school and doesn’t have access to school-provided meals. A reported one in five Indiana children suffers from food insecurity. Many of them rely on school lunches as their stable meal each day and don’t know where they’ll get their next meal during the 68 hours between school lunch on Friday and breakfast on Monday morning, which is often provided at schools as well.

Corps officers from across the state and lawmakers met at the Indiana State House in early March to fill 200 new and gently-used backpacks with 5,000 non-perishable food items, such as boxes of macaroni and cheese, cereal and canned fruit, which were donated during a collection drive held by the Indiana House of Representatives.

Matched with their representatives, the corps officers were able to discuss the unique needs, opportunities and good work being done by The Salvation Army in their area as they filled the backpacks to the brim. It proved a valuable opportunity to make connections and build relationships with their state representatives so that when representatives need to make decisions regarding hunger, they are aware of The Salvation Army as a partner and resource to fight it.

For instance, Rep. Kevin Mahan, one of four representatives for Grant County, packed some of the 16 backpacks to be distributed at Riverview Elementary School in Marion, Ind.

“I had the opportunity to tell him about several of the programs and services The Salvation Army provides to young people, such as our youth development programs, food pantry and archery program,” said Lt. Blake Fowell, Marion, Ind., corps officer.

“Representative Mahan shared his appreciation for the work of The Salvation Army in his district and was thrilled to see the backpacks going to help children in need across the state.”

After the event corps officers delivered the backpacks to the school system in their area as an emergency resource for children who might be hungry over the weekend. This provided an opportunity for officers to connect with school administrators and let them know that The Salvation Army is a resource when they have students who are going hungry. They also provided information about Salvation Army food pantries, youth programs and other services such as rent and utility assistance for parents who might be struggling financially.

Throughout the year corps officers will continue to strengthen relationships with both school administrators and representatives and work with them to fight childhood hunger.

**Listening for the new direction**

*Your ears shall hear a word behind you, saying, “This is the way, walk in it.” whenever you turn to the right hand or whenever you turn to the left.* — Isaiah 30:21, NKJV

When Salvationists gather together in June for the commissioning weekend, it will be an opportune moment to receive the latest update in the visioning and strategy process which has come out of the various sectors of the territory and was birthed in the hearts of Central territorial leaders Commissioners Brad and Hesil Bailey.

After leading the Midwest for more than a year, the Baileys assessed that while some amazing things are happening, there is a growing desire and restlessness to increase the territory’s mission- al potential and effectiveness, as in many places the Army is not growing and/or necessarily fulfilling its holistic mission.

As a starting place, the Baileys conferred with the Territorial Executive Council (leaders of each command) about the factors impeding the territory’s growth and mission effectiveness and the value of reviving the outcomes from the 2009 Strategic Priorities Conference.

Asked to serve as territorial senior vision and mission advisors, Commissioners Barry and Sue Swanson were tasked to test the validity of that assumption through a survey of the conference delegates and interviews with officers, soldiers and employees throughout the territory.

Their survey of the 200 conference delegates garnered an astounding 52 percent response, nearly unanimously affirming that the six priority areas identified at the conference should still be the guideposts.

Concurrently, the Swansons traveled to every command (each division, the Adult Rehabilitation Centers Command and the College for Officer Training) for six months to engage in lengthy mission conversations with more than 60 leaders, officers, soldiers and employees to ascertain their current challenges, hopes and needs and to pray with them.

In this process it was discovered that people continue to be passionate, hopeful and yet rightly concerned. Together, we want to believe it is still possible to effectively preach the gospel and meet human needs without discrimination simultaneously, which should naturally result in healthy, growing corps.

After this intensive process of dialogue and surveys, the Swansons analyzed the data and reported their findings to territorial leadership. Boiled down, their findings were akin to the territory’s calibration being off. People are working hard and committing resources, but it’s not yielding the desired results. However, the components are there and, if utilized differently, would change the projection of the territory.

“In a sense, it’s trying to adjust the energy of the territory—adjusting resources, funding, manpower and/or time to achieve a different outcome,” said Commissioner Barry.

A Mission Action and Strategy Team was formed, composed of 20 officers and soldiers who represent a range of ages, responsibilities, perspectives and ethnicities. They have been doing a deeper dive, often theologically, into the six priorities and fleshing out strategies that eventually will form recommendations leading to an action plan for the territory.

However, we’re to be cautious in how we might interpret this. While this kind of process usually results in a compulsory plan, a process or a procedure for checking off boxes, there is a sensitivity to the fact that it’s not about telling people what to do, but getting the thinking and priorities right, which is a much more challenging proposition.

Throughout the process those involved have been challenged and moved by the idea that as a territory we need to think, work and believe in a way that the Holy Spirit would open the door for revival so that we may truly experience and witness the incorporation of “More People, More like Jesus” into the Central Territory family.
The great outdoors
by Colonel Steve Howard
Chief Secretary
May brings opportunity for us to get out of the house and enjoy nature in all its beauty. For some of you that may be working in the garden now blooming with flowers or beginning to plant vegetables which will bear results throughout the summer. I don’t do much gardening now—though I did grow roses in my distant past—but I still love to get outside for a walk or bicycle ride. Fortunately, my wife, Janice, and I are blessed to have a number of forest preserves and a riverside bike path near where we live.

We love to ride on the bike path along the Fox River running through Elgin, Ill. Some parts of the path go through small downtown areas, while others are surrounded by trees and wildlife. Getting out on the bike path serves several purposes. One is physical exercise. Exercise is good for our bodies, and we reap the benefits of that exercise year-round. But exercise also is good for our minds. When I get out and exercise I am able to clear my mind of the problems I may have been facing earlier in the day. I find I can come back at those problems with greater focus and energy after exercise.

Another benefit of getting outside is that it gives us the opportunity to see the beauty of God’s creation. When we cycle down a tree-lined trail, we can’t help but think about the fact that God has made all of this. This is His creation, and it speaks to the existence of God. It bolsters our faith. It helps to keep us on the right track. It affirms we are in His hands.

I encourage you to get outside and see God’s handiwork. Acknowledge who He is and what He has done in your life. And while you are out there take the opportunity to interact with someone to share your story and invite them to God’s table—there’s room!

Striving for excellence
The Eastern Michigan Division is helping children achieve overall excellence through STRIVE (Student Training for Integrity, Vitality and Education), a sports program for children ages 6-16 which includes dodgeball, basketball and floor hockey leagues. STRIVE participants learn the basics of a sport while engaging in social, emotional and spiritual development. Children who otherwise might not have opportunities to engage in team sports are welcome to play regardless of experience or ability.

“STRIVE is very inclusive,” said Captain Shannon Martinez, Dearborn Heights Citadel, Mich., corps officer. “Last year we had 14 play floor hockey. Three were girls, and one of the boys has autism, and they all played wonderfully as a team.”

While the parameters vary from sport to sport and participating corps change from season to season, the purpose and goal of STRIVE remains the same: to minister to young people and their families.

“At the beginning of each practice, we have devotionals with life lessons,” said Andrew Barylak, community center director at the Wayne/Westland, Mich., Corps. “We open each game in prayer. We want to share the gospel with the kids and their families while also instilling values such as teamwork, leadership and a healthy lifestyle.”

Each sport season consists of an intramural coed league made up of teams from corps community centers which compete against one another during weekend games and tournaments. STRIVE is run almost entirely on volunteer power, with parents of participants often serving as coaches while community members referee. Community center directors oversee registration and arrange practices and transportation for games.

“STRIVE is an excellent outreach opportunity for corps,” said Carol McDonald, Eastern Michigan divisional director of children’s ministries. “It’s for all ages and ability levels, and it’s also inexpensive, so almost any corps can participate.”

To ensure accessibility regardless of a family’s financial status, fees are nominal and go to offset expenses such as jerseys, trophies and transportation for dodgeball and basketball. Floor hockey is entirely free thanks to a partnership between the Eastern Michigan Division and the Detroit Red Wings hockey team which provides jerseys and equipment for the teams.

As the sports and seasons change, STRIVE continues to make a positive difference in the lives of participants and their families.

“We’re really seeing the kids develop in their sportsmanship, attitude and faith,” concluded Andrew.
Green Bay Kroc gymnastics sticks the landing

**by Whitni Kral and Aric Riedemann**

The Green Bay, Wis., Ray and Joan Kroc Corps Community Center is celebrating the growth and success of its gymnastics program. Started with just a few offerings and basic equipment, the program expanded class options, including advanced gymnastics, in 2017 but found many gymnasts wanted to have another level for advancement.

Last summer the program was completely overhauled, and a competitive team was started, adding to what was a full slate of recreational gymnastics offerings. After holding tryouts, 14 young women came together as the inaugural Green Bay Kroc Gymnastics Team.

Up against three other gyms in the first-ever Kroc Gymnastics Team Meet in December, all the gymnasts did well in their first competitive outing. In February the girls traveled to the Wisconsin Dells to complete in their second meet which was much larger and drew teams not only from Wisconsin but neighboring states. Competing against highly experienced teams from many well-established gyms, the Kroc Center’s level two team placed fourth overall, and its level three team placed second overall. Many of the center’s gymnasts also placed in their individual events and in the individual all-around. To see the young team do so well against such intense competition was an inspiring testament to their hard work.

Watching the program grow from humble beginnings with a few mats on the floor in the fitness studio to a competitive and successful team has been an awesome experience for Green Bay Kroc Center employees and members alike.

The team is a fantastic example of how mission integration can thrive in a competitive sport. Before each meet, the team huddles with coaches for a moment of prayer. The teammates have consistently demonstrated excellent sportsmanship, encouraging one another and growing together. Seeing the mission of The Salvation Army play out in the context of a competitive sport is an inspiring example of how Joan Kroc’s vision can become a reality.

In addition, one evening each week coaches help basketball and soccer participants in grades K-2 and 3-8 build on the fundamentals to develop solid skills. Often, siblings accompany their brothers or sisters to the corps and use the fitness area.

“Our goal is to get the kids in here as often as possible,” said Ryan Mathews, director of athletic and community ministries. “We want to build relationships with them.”

To connect the corps and community center, sports participants are regularly invited to attend character-building programs on Sunday evenings, which includes archery, soccer, devotions and music lessons in addition to moonbeams, sunbeams, girl guards and explorers. Court of Award ceremonies and music performances are held on Sundays to encourage families to attend church together and provide an opportunity for leaders and parents to get to know one another better.

Ballet and taekwondo classes are conducted weekly at minimal cost through partnerships with a private ballet instructor and local taekwondo studio. The new equipment has increased the level of instruction possible. The mirrors allow students of both arts to see their form and visualize improvement. The bars provide stabilization as ballet pupils strengthen their stances and balance, and the punching bag allows taekwondo participants to hone their punches and kicks for optimal form.

**Green Bay Kroc gymnastics sticks the landing**

A center for community

Thanks to the support of the United Way and the Indianapolis Colts, the Indianapolis Eagle Creek, Ind., Corps, led by Captains Tony and Brianne Bowers, now boasts a $15,000 fitness area which bolsters program opportunities and provides a place for exercise and recreation for the community.

Located in a loft above the full-size gymnasium, the area which was previously used for storage now is floored with professional-grade foam rubber and is equipped with exercise and medicine balls, free weights, flat and incline benches, mirrors, a free-standing punching bag, and bars for ballet classes. One end is designated for recreational activities and hosts air hockey, shuffleboard and foosball tables and an Xbox.

“It’s exciting,” said Captain Tony. “It’s an opportunity to take our programs from just athletics to a more holistic view of health.”

The community center is busy every evening Tuesday through Friday, serving corps program needs as well as conducting outreach through athletics and recreation with a wide spectrum of activities. During the summer months, it’s filled with children attending day camp.

The center is celebrating the first-ever Kroc Gymnastics Team. By Whitni Kraland Aric Riedemann
Shannon Cabrera
Wichita Citadel, Kan., Corps
Kansas and Western Missouri Division

**Education**
Bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice with a minor in Spanish from Wichita State University

**Career/work**
Program Assistant at Wichita Citadel Corps

**Salvation experience**
I grew up in a Christian home and accepted Christ when I was 8 at sunbeam camp.

**First Salvation Army encounter**
At a collaborative community meeting, I met the corps officer, Lt. Jonathan Tamayo—who’s now my fiancé!

**Your calling**
Began in January 2018 and was confirmed that September at the 730 Weekend after spending time in prayer with Captain Christsy Cooper and Major Tricia Taube

**Interests and spiritual gifts**
Leadership, giving and discernment

**Spiritual mentors**
Majors Randy and Kathy Hellstrom, Reverend Marlene Joy Webster, Lt. Jonathan Tamayo, Lt. Christina Tamayo

**Memorable ministry experience**
Getting a letter of appreciation and love from a child in junior church

Little known fact about you
I’m a crazy cat lady, and I fully own it.

**First Salvation Army encounter**
I first felt called to be an officer when I was 16 during a conversation with an officer friend, then God confirmed it when I was 18 at a women’s retreat as I listened to God speak through then-Maj. Evie Díaz.

**Interests and spiritual gifts**
Music and learning about other cultures

**Spiritual mentors**
Majors Ken and Robin Shiel, Major Candy Curl and Captain Marissa McCluer

**Memorable ministry experience**
Being part of summer mission teams to Mexico, Costa Rica, Spain and Portugal

Little known fact about you
I’m the third of six kids. We all sing and play musical instruments. I play the cello!

Shannon’s corps officer is Major Candy Curl.

Samantha Ardelean
Owosso, Mich., Corps
Eastern Michigan Division

**Career/work**
Currently a Ministry Discovery Program intern at the Flint Citadel, Mich., Corps

**Salvation experience**
I surrendered to Christ in the fall of 2015. I’d been running from shame, guilt and misery due to spending years addicted to drugs and alcohol and had no hope. I hated who I was, the things I’d done and the pain I’d put my family through. I knew the only way to change was to give my life completely to Jesus. Accepting God’s forgiveness, I could forgive myself.
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Getting a letter of appreciation and love from a child in junior church

Little known fact about you
I’m a crazy cat lady, and I fully own it.

**First Salvation Army encounter**
I first felt called to be an officer when I was 16 during a conversation with an officer friend, then God confirmed it when I was 18 at a women’s retreat as I listened to God speak through then-Maj. Evie Díaz.

**Interests and spiritual gifts**
Music and learning about other cultures

**Spiritual mentors**
Majors Ken and Robin Shiel, Major Candy Curl and Captain Marissa McCluer

**Memorable ministry experience**
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Shannon’s corps officer is Major Candy Curl.
Redesigned SACEP makes the grade

Undergoing the first significant change in 30 years, The Salvation Army Continuing Education Program (SACEP) is better than ever. With a customizable agenda of classes, it allows officers to participate in a focused study to meet their interests and needs. Its restructure also promotes further academic achievement, providing personal validation, enabling better service and leadership, and garnering community respect.

We talked with Major Cherri Hobbins, territorial officer resource development secretary, and Dr. Robert Simpson, dean of the School of Graduate and Continuing Studies at Olivet Nazarene University (OUNU), to understand why the time was right for this overhaul, what it took to accomplish, how the redesigned program will work and its key benefits for officers. Here’s what we found out.

What precipitated this change?

Hobbins: Coming into this appointment in July 2017 and having completed work on my master’s, I realized education and its delivery have changed exponentially in recent years for adult learners. SACEP was clearly better than the program that preceded it, but it hadn’t kept pace with the times. It wasn’t all it could be.

Simpson: And at the university we’d just undergone an extensive academic review of all courses which brought SACEP into sharp focus. I also was new to my job at that time and felt we could offer far more than a general practical ministries degree.

Hobbins: We came with fresh eyes, were open to change and thinking along the same lines. We wanted to create something that would “sing” for people, something that would fully engage them and encourage them to go further.

It seems like divine timing, all things working together. Is this how you see it?

Simpson: Yes!

Hobbins: Absolutely.

ability to really design your own program. It picks up on the individual “spark”—what you’re interested in or what you feel you really need in order to be successful. It goes beyond the surface of subjects. For instance, one of the things I’ve discovered is a real need of new officers for more business knowledge, and this allows a deeper dive into business practices.

Simpson: You can bundle courses together. For instance, some courses in business, some in human services and some in leadership. They range from Financial Accounting for Managers and Human Resource Management, to Leadership and Ethics.

There are 12 courses in all with a concentration in business. And we’ll constantly be adding more course options to fit needs and interests.

Another big change is that previously SACEP was taught by qualified officers vetted by ONU, but now the courses are taught by ONU professors, practicing professionals who are leaders in their fields.

This sounds excellent, but how do we keep The Salvation Army distinctive?

Hobbins: Where we felt strongly about Salvation Army distinctives, language has been incorporated to build bridges.

Simpson: Every course at Olivet has a strong Christian, “Kingdom” perspective, and all faculty members have to be attuned with that evangelical perspective. So, we’re very much in sync with the Army. And everything learned is contextualized to an Army setting. Students are not only learning theories but how they apply to their organisation.

Hobbins: The SACEP distinctive of officers in their first five years connecting with their sessionmates face-to-face will remain, only as a short retreat—just three days in May—and will focus on personal and professional development, not academics. There will still be a learning component, but it’s about spiritual formation.

Could you elaborate?

Hobbins: Sure, it will most likely include united worship, structured opportunities for spiritual formation, breakout meetings by their length of service led by a pastor, a full officer, unstructured time for fellowship and corporate instruction on a topic related to officers.

There will be an emphasis on officers sharing their experiences; reacquainting with sessionmates who can “speak into” your experience from their own.

The retreat will take the place of the fifth course traditionally audited by officers, so attendance is required by all officers during their first five years. At these retreats, interviews of first- and fifth-year officers will also be conducted by the Secretary for Personnel.

How will this online learning work and what are some of the advantages?

Hobbins: One of the best things is the flexibility to fit learning into your schedule. Online learning is easier for officers with demanding, busy schedules. Now you can study year-round, at your own pace, without having to leave your appointment twice a year for a week at a time. It’s especially convenient for officers with small children.

Also, you can start and finish a degree anywhere in the world, no matter where you get appointed, and you can do coursework during other commitments if you have free time, like an evening at camp or officers’ councils.

Simpson: Courses have start times throughout the year from which to choose. It’s asynchronous learning, meaning that professors set curriculum, give assignments to be completed within a specified timeframe and guide students with questions on discussion boards. This requires students to engage; you can’t be passive.

There are three elements that make this type of learning so successful. First, the professor is present; they must touch base with students five days a week through this medium. And students must be present—online in these discussion boards—at least two days a week. Third is the intentional cognitive learning. It’s proven that the learning that happens this way is deep and rich.

Hobbins: Another point is that officers won’t be interacting only with each other in the learning process.

Simpson: Right, they will be entering the ONU classroom and be exposed to a cross-pollination of ideas. They’ll be hearing and learning what’s working for others.

Hobbins: That’s really valuable.

Is there any preparation needed for the online learning?

Simpson: To make sure they get the most out of this experience, each officer must take a short introduction to online learning.

Hobbins: We think most will be comfortable with learning this way because of how we use technology in our everyday lives now. It’s not a big stretch.

Does the new program set officers up better to go on and achieve more degrees?

Hobbins: With the old practical ministries degree, we found that officers finished the mandated coursework, but it didn’t always meet their specific needs or spur them on to going further in their education. We think the new program will.

They’re still required to finish four courses in five years but, given the new online approach, it can be accomplished in as little as two years! With all the SACEP courses fitting into specific degrees, when they finish the required courses, they are not very far away from obtaining a degree.

Simpson: They can go on and obtain a bachelor’s degree in business administration, human services, practical ministries, or multi-disciplinary studies; or a master’s in business administration, ministry, organizational leadership for mission-driven organizations, human services or various ministry degrees. Students not ready to complete a degree can complete a certificate program in the areas of leadership, nonprofit management, teaching, intercultural studies and others each for academic credit.

Each officer has an advisory team which will walk through a personal learning plan to help them accomplish this. We’re very much about student success. We’re about providing opportunities.

Hobbins: Yes, we’re not forcing anything, but rather creating opportunities, enabling officers to see what they can achieve and that it’s all very attainable.

For more information, visit salarmycentral.org and click on officer resource and development department.
by Chris Shay

The Central Territory was given a challenge in 2017 by Commissioner Paul R. Seiler, then territorial commander, to build Twenty New Corps (20NC) worldwide. The purpose was twofold: to partner with The Salvation Army around the globe to bring appropriate buildings new or renovated, in order to better enable the Army’s mission, and to encourage Central Territory Salvationists to give generously to World Services/Self-Denial.

Each division was partnered with one or more of the 20NC locations. They learned about the country, and specifically the corps, with which they were partnered. More than $200,000 was raised by soldiers and officers over the usual amount raised internally, which was a great blessing! It has made a tremendous difference in ministry as in the three locations featured here.

**Kemondo Corps, Tanzania**

On the northwest shore of Lake Victoria in Tanzania, Kemondo Corps members worshiped the Lord each week by coming together under a tent-like structure covered by a large blue tarp. Though the warm temperature was multiplied by the sun hitting the tarp, this did not deter the soldiers from gathering to raise God. When the Kemondo Corps learned they would be partnered with the USA Central Territory, specifically the Western Michigan and Northern Indiana Division (WMNI), they were thrilled!

Since the officers’ quarters was so substandard, a house was built first. Major Carole Caddy, WMNI divisional women’s ministries secretary, dedicated the home in 2016 when she traveled to Tanzania as part of a global mission team.

Then, work commenced on the corps building. Today soldiers of the Kemondo Corps worship in a cool and sturdy building. Because the property is a good size, the corps has planted a big garden that includes bananas, coffee and jackfruit, the sale of which provides income.

**Esparza, Costa Rica**

The Latin America North Territory saw Esparza, Costa Rica, as a good location for a 20NC project. The corps is situated in a neighborhood that has many children and teens but also bad reputation for crime. The Esparza Corps has been very intentional in having open-air meetings in the parks, combined with offers of cookies, coffee and prayer. This has proven a great way for soldiers to start conversations with people in their community, and the newly finished building is a wonderful place for the community to come for worship and care.

**Ronda Corps, Kenya**

In the Kenya East Territory, the Ronda Corps is completed and stands as a beacon of hope in the community. Once small and rundown, the building has been replaced with a sturdy and beautiful facility that easily accommodates the several hundred soldiers who gather there on Sundays and throughout the week.

Because the building is the nicest one in the area, community leaders are very supportive of the ministry of The Salvation Army. Many new people have been drawn to the corps, first to see the building and then to hear the message of the gospel.

"Learn more about 20NC progress as part of the World Services/Self-Denial Ingathering during the Friday night meeting of commissioning weekend!"
A place of hope

by Lt. Colonel Philip Maxwell

South Africa is a country of incredible extremes from tropical rainforests to arid deserts, world-challenging technology to endemic illiteracy, global prosperity to generational poverty. Cradled within this diverse environment, The Salvation Army has maintained its strong missional mandate to serve the lost, the least and the lonely.

Sitting in the shadows of a bustling and modern Johannesburg is the Ethembeni Children’s Home. Anyone who enters it can’t help but be moved. Shrouded behind the happy faces of the children and loving care of the staff is the harsh reality of life. The foyer enshrines an embroidery that sensitively captures the numerous names of orphaned children whose lives were prematurely extinguished.

At any time, the center can become home for up to 65 children from just a few days to four years old. As the most vulnerable of society, their lives are marked by emotional, physical or medical abuse or abandonment. Today, 24 years since it opened, the home remains a haven for orphaned children rejected by society due to HIV/AIDS.

Ethembeni is a Xhosa word which means “place of hope.” This family is made up of orphaned infants who’ve been gathered from dustbins, rubbish dumps, taxi ranks or simply the hospital after delivery. Hope. "This family is made by society due to HIV/AIDS.

One such child, Zungu (name changed), was given by his mother, his face devoid of a nose. Proportional to the appearance is the compassion that welled up. The heart breaks for such a vulnerable life entrusted into the care of The Salvation Army. In partnership with the local hospital, the work of reconstructing Zungu’s face has begun. Just a few months old, he has a long way to go, but the compassion and compassion of the staff and volunteers ensures he will make it. He has a hope and a future.

Hope is not the sole possession of these precious lives.

Captain Bongi Zulu radiates love and fulfillment although she came to the center in the wake of her own heartbreak. Only 12 months prior to her arrival, her husband was brutally murdered, leaving her world shattered and her confidence about the future destroyed. She took up her appointment three years ago, uncertain about her ability to care and to minister in such a demanding setting. But God revealed Himself to her through this appointment, bringing healing to her brokenness and confidence to the face of her own sense of inadequacy.

One child, Zungu (name changed), was given to the care of Ethembeni by welfare services. Neglected by his mother, his face became food for the infestation of rats with which they shared their home. Successive ravaging attacks left harsh scarring; his left eye deeply recessed, his eyelids welded tightly together, his face devoid of a nose. Proportional to the sickness in his marked appearance is the compassion that wells up. The heart breaks for such a vulnerable life entrusted into the care of The Salvation Army. In partnership with the local hospital, the work of reconstructing Zungu’s face has begun. Just a few months old, he has a long way to go, but the compassion and compassion of the staff and volunteers ensures he will make it. He has a hope and a future.

Hope is not the sole possession of these precious lives.

The story of Ethembeni, of the Army’s mission of reaching into the most vulnerable communities, is repeated a hundred times over each day around the world. The opportunity may never come our way to visit Johannesburg and to cradle a child desperate for love, but through our World Services/Self-Denial contribution, we can make a difference.

Commissioning Weekend
June 7-9, 2019 Milwaukee Theatre

Schedule of Events

Friday, June 7
9:30 am Commencement Ceremony Oak Creek Centennial, Wisc., Corps
Noon Retired Officers’ Luncheon +
1:00-6:30 pm Trade Central and Museum Exhibits
2:00-6:30 pm Registration
4:00 pm Candidate Meet and Greet +
5:00 pm Long Service Recognition Dinner +
7:00-8:00 pm Registration
7:00-10:00 pm Childcare drop off for preregistered children ages 11 and under** (Photos taken at this time of all adults who will be authorized to drop off and pick up children during the weekend)
7:30 pm Compassion, My World*
10:00 pm Teen and Young Adult Afterglow for ages 12-29**

Saturday, June 8
6:30 am 5K Run for the World with the Territorial Commander**
7:30 am College for Officer Training Summer Assignment Orientation Breakfast +
8:00 am Sacred Conversations
8:30 am-noon Childcare for children ages 11 and under**
9:00 am Compassion, My Mission*
11:00 am Compassion, My Territory*
Noon-5:30 pm Trade Central and Museum Exhibits
5:00 pm Fellowship of Silver Star Dinner +
7:00-8:00 pm Registration
7:00-10:00 pm Childcare for children ages 11 and under**
7:30 pm Compassion, My Life*

Sunday, June 9
8:30-11:30 am Conclusion Ceremony
8:30-11:30 am Childcare for children ages 11 and under**
9:00 am Compassion, My Future* Service of Appointments*
12:30-1:00 pm Registration
1:00 pm Reception for New Lieutenants and Unit Commanders+

Schedule is Subject to Change
* By invitation only
* Delegate badge required
** Available with preregistration only

Spanish, Laotian and Korean translation will be provided for general sessions.
Get more information and register at salarmycentral.org/commissioning
Becoming a beacon in Huron

by Michelle DeRusha

H 

t stands on the street corner in a worn jacket, hood cinched tight, in one hand a cardboard sign with a single sentence written in large letters: ‘Will work for food.’

Unfortunately, this sight is all too common in cities across the country, and Omaha is no exception. According to data compiled in 2017 by the Metro Area Continuum of Care for the Homeless, there are nearly 1,400 homeless people living in the Omaha area. Most of these individuals are chronically unemployed, a problem the City of Omaha and The Salvation Army are determined to address with a brand-new work readiness program.

‘A Way to Work’ which launched in February employs homeless individuals two days per week in the city’s greenhouse and parks at a rate of $10 an hour [$1 more than Nebraska’s minimum wage] for a 90-day period, with transportation and lunch provided each workday. Those enrolled in the program also benefit from training and other services, such as counseling, provided by The Salvation Army. Following successful completion of the program, participants receive assistance with employment applications and a letter of recommendation; they may also have the opportunity for future employment with the City of Omaha’s Parks and Recreation Department.

‘A Way to Work’ is modeled after a similar program in Albuquerque, N.M., which has contributed to the 80 percent drop in unsheltered homelessness in the city over a seven-year period.

‘We studied the Albuquerque model carefully, and our program builds on it, offering a good wage as well as tools for long-term success and additional resources The Salvation Army is trained to provide,’ said Omaha Mayor Jean Stothert.

‘A Way to Work’ was funded with $45,000 each from The Salvation Army and the City of Omaha. Funding will be included in the City of Omaha’s 2020 budget, and fulltime Salvation Army employee has been hired to manage the program.

‘We are proud to partner with the city in this exciting new venture,’ said Major Greg Thompson, Western divisional commander. ‘A Way to Work’ is well-aligned with our mission to give foundational support to the most vulnerable in our community.”

A new way to work in Omaha

by Katherine Basaran

M ore than 200 individuals from the Indiana Division gathered earlier this year for the official dedication of its divisional headquarters and the annual presentation of the First Generation Hope Scholars awards to college-bound seniors from across the state.

The program opened by recognizing how The Salvation Army is serving communities across Indiana and how the new facility will be an asset to the division in “Doing the Most Good” for Hoosiers in need. Officers also received Outstanding Corporate Volunteer awards.

Six Indianastudents who are seeking to become the first in their families to earn college degrees were awarded $14,000 in scholarships as part of the First Generation Hope Scholars program which launched in 2017 and continues to grow. The program’s goal is to help young men and women who have overcome significant obstacles, like poverty, homelessness, abuse and other trauma, and are striving to change the course of their lives through education. All six young scholars were in attendance, along with their parents, guardians and counselors who have supported them.

With a highly visible location, the new divisional headquarters features a 41,288-square-foot facility, including substantial conference and meeting areas, more modern workspaces where teams can better collaborate.

A celebration of hope

High School Senior Danielle Jackson is presented with the Steven L. Gould Memorial Scholarship by his daughters Sandra Gould and Sarah Gould-Johnston. Also pictured are Major Robert Webster, Indiana divisional commander, and Commissioner Brad Bailey, territorial commander.

A W aytowork in Omaha

Y oung, passionate and energetic, Lieutenants Matthew and Kaylie Darrow were appointed to Huron, S.D., as corps officers in 2018, their first appointment as a married couple. The newlyweds were challenged and inspired by the great needs they saw and started searching for ways for The Salvation Army to increase its programs and services to the community.

“I see God challenging us, both officers and soldiers, to make this corps a beacon of hope in the community,” said Lt. Matthew. “We entered this appointment with few resources available to us. Like in the parable of the talents, God is blessing us tenfold as we strive to be faithful with the resources we have.”

As the lieutenants have begun to build relationships with key people and organizations, The Salvation Army has become recognized as a valuable resource. For instance, a community collaboration team approached the Darrows to provide a warming center during the record-breaking low temperatures this past winter. Without hesitation, the lieutenants prepared the corps for overnight use and contacted the local radio and police stations to get the word out to people in the area.

The lieutenants are in the process of hiring a fulltime caseworker to implement and manage Pathway of Hope, an initiative that is enthusiastically supported by the community collaboration team and will greatly increase their services to the people of Huron.

“If the need is there, we want to provide what we can for the community,” Lt. Matthew concluded.

The Corps currently has a wide variety of ministries including a vital weekday lunch provided each workday. Those

Weekly programs at the corps include adult Bible study, men’s, women’s and youth programs, as well as a new Zumba exercise hour that has evolved from a women’s ministry group into an open activity for anyone to enjoy.

The corps is already experiencing growth in program attendance, and they are hopeful the upward trend will continue as they shine their light in Huron.

A teachable moment
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Sharing the journey
by Craig Dirkes

Recently more than 70 men from the Minneapolis, Minn., Adult Rehabilitation Center (ARC) came to the Noble Worship and Service Center in Brooklyn, Minn., for an event titled "This is My Story" which included breakfast, small-group Bible studies and a worship service.

The event’s goal was to encourage men in recovery to share their life stories with members of the corps in order to foster a greater sense of community and support while they’re in the ARC program and after they graduate.

“As a church community, we want to be intentional about reaching out to people,” said A/Captain Josh Polanco, who leads the Noble Corps with his wife, Jennifer. “We want men at the ARC to know that we value them and that we desire to share in their journeys for the long haul.”

After breakfast, everyone participated in small-group Bible studies led by ARC Command leaders Majors Randall and Charlene Poulson, Northern divisional leaders Lt. Colonels Lonneal and Patty Richardson and Colonels Steve and Janice Howard, chief secretary and territorial secretary for ARC.

ARC receive six months to a year of meals, housing, counseling, spiritual guidance and other transformative support which is funded by sales at Salvation Army thrift stores in the Twin Cities.

Envoy Trudi Canfield, who leads the ARC with her husband, Tom, attended the corps event and was thrilled by its outcome.

- "Being a soldier in The Salvation Army to me means being a part of something larger than myself, doing what I can to share the gospel and help others,” said Mark Knipping.

Men at the Minneapolis, Minn., Noble Worship and Service Center (ARC) came to the ARC program and graduated.

Territorial Worship Collective debuts
by Josh Turner

The Territorial Worship Collective (TWC) is a new initiative made up of talented praise band members, ages 13-25, who play in their corps and/or divisional praise bands. Its purpose is to develop corps leaders and musicians, strengthen existing praise bands and equip new ones, share ideas and foster a larger community of musicians across the territory. This spring the TWC met for the first time; spending a weekend at territorial headquarters developing their skills as worship leaders through group rehearsals, individual practice and spiritual renewal.

Guest Simon Gough, contemporary music specialist in the Canada and Bermuda Territory, offered his insights into rehearsal strategy and praise band leadership. With more than 20 years of experience, Simon teaches, resources, inspires and equips worship leaders to hone their craft of being a servant worship leader. During the weekend, the Central territorial praise team, The Singing Company, also provided leadership and mentored the young worship leaders.

The TWC split into two groups for rehearsals on Friday night but united for a worship service, which included a devotional by Territorial Program Secretary Lt. Colonel Philip Maxwell and fellowship with the Territorial Youth Chorus (TYC). Saturday morning the TWC groups continued rehearsing, learning new songs and arranging music for praise bands; each group also showed their work.

In the afternoon, Simon walked all delegates through two curricula he helped develop called Worship Together and FLOW which aid worship leaders developing their skills and ability. On Saturday evening, the TWC and TYC enjoyed a concert by Christian hip-hop artist TobyMac at the Sears Centre, and on Sunday morning they came together for worship and spent time encouraging and praying for each other.

TWC has taken its first steps in encouraging and developing the territory’s future worship leaders to grow spiritually and strive for excellence. It will be exciting to see the difference it makes for individuals and corps throughout the territory.

Worship Together and FLOW are available for free at www.samatgach.com/worship-leaders

Mighty Midland Corps Cadets

The Midland Division conducted a corps cadet retreat in March with nearly a 100 delegates at Camp Milhaska in Bourbon, Mo. Through dynamic teaching on Jonah, Moses and Isaiah, guest Barb Higgins, territorial youth specialist, challenged the young people to respond to God’s calling on their lives, and many corps cadets made life-changing decisions. Also during the weekend many corps cadets were recognized for outstanding work on their monthly lessons and were spurred on by Barb to continue demonstrating their faith in their corps, schools and homes. "The sessions were truly Spirit-filled, and our kids were blessed by Barb Higgins’s presence. We are so grateful for her leadership!” said Captain Scott Strinzel, Midland division youth and candidates’ secretary. Captain Strinzel and Barb Higgins are pictured above with corps cadets from several corps who earned their silver certificates.
Comforting those who mourn

Moan with those who mourn.—Romans 12:15b, NIV

by Captain Rich Forney

February 15 is marked as a day of grieving in Aurora, Ill., following the tragic mass shooting at the Henry Pratt Company where six employees lost their lives, one was injured and five police officers were shot while responding to the incident.

The Salvation Army responded immediately with a canteen dispatched to the staging area, joining the multi-agency rapid response emergency vehicles. Although we had hoped never to use the training we’d received, our response followed emergency disaster services (EDS) training protocols as events unfolded late into the evening. Once the scene was secure, the number of injured and deceased left the community in shock. People had questions that couldn’t be answered easily, and many wanted to do something in response. This is where our "faith in action" opens doors.

While immediate care was given by federal and state agencies to those directly affected, local vigils, visitations and emotional and spiritual care outreach followed. For three days Major David Dalberg, Metropolitan divisional emergency disaster services director, Aurora Corps Case Worker Jim Woods and my wife, Linnea, and I ministered to family members, employees and others affected by this tragedy at the Family Resource Center set up by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

One way in which the Aurora Corps assisted the community response was to provide care baskets containing notes of sympathy and encouragement and small gifts. An invitation for people to participate was posted on the corps’ Facebook page, and within a couple days it reached over 120,000 views. The chapel became a place where people could write simple expressions of concern and blessing and place them in the baskets.

Mothers with children, students and service clubs all came to leave notes and small gifts for the families. Cards arrived from schools, businesses, other corps and even out of state. Care was given to provide a basket for the grieving family members of the deceased shooter as well with a positive community response. The corps’ congregation engaged in this ministry by welcoming visitors, comforting neighbors and helping to deliver the baskets.

Western Division responds to historic flooding

The Western Division activated full disaster-relief operations in March when heavy rain and snowmelt inundated local rivers, causing devastating flooding in western Nebraska, eastern Iowa and parts of South Dakota. In Nebraska alone, 75 cities and towns issued emergency declarations. Nebraska Governor Pete Ricketts called the flooding “the most widespread disaster in our state’s history.”

In the midst of its relief operations, The Salvation Army was directly involved when Camp Gene Eppley, located on the north bank of the Platte River, suffered catastrophic damage as water levels reached the roofs of cabins, camp buildings and the homes of staff who lived there year-round.

The camp, which would have celebrated its 75th anniversary this summer, was preparing to host nearly 3,500 campers from June through August this year.

“We feel this loss very personally,” said Major Poppy Thompson, who, along with her husband Major Greg Thompson, leads the Western Division. They were in charge of the camp when they first came to Omaha in 1999. “We learned quickly that it was a very special place,” said Major Poppy. “It was a safe haven from the worries of the day for children and adults alike.”

Nearly 200 people commented on the loss of the camp on The Salvation Army Omaha Facebook page, many sharing fond memories. “I’m choking back tears as I remember the many friends I made and the spiritual encounters I had with my God during my summers at Camp Gene Eppley,” wrote one former camper.

In the wake of the flooding, donations poured in to Western Divisional Headquarters, and hundreds of volunteers rallied to help those impacted by the disaster. Strangers reached out to help one another and ordinary human beings rose to face formidable challenges with remarkable resilience, courage and hope. As is often the case, the worst of times brought out the best in people.
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Robert Bonfield at the age of five when her family moved to Chicago Heights, Ill. They began dating as teens and were married in 1956. The Bonfields entered officer training in 1959 and were commissioned as members of the “Great Hearts” session in 1960. Over the course of their officership, they served in corps, divisional and territorial appointments. Having led several divisions, they retired in 2003 from being the leaders of the Western Division.

Ruth is survived by her husband, their five children: Lt. Colonel Renea (Paul) Smith; Major Robin (Ken) Shields; Rhonda; Robert; Randi; 13 grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

Major Emory Bell

Major Emory Bell was promoted to Glory on February 15, 2019. He was a tenderhearted man who loved God with all of his being and strived to express God’s love through his devotion to family and service to others.

Emory grew up attending the Muskegon, Mich., Corps. He accepted Christ as a teenager during a Sunday evening salvation meeting. In 1948, he married Margaret Verhoeven. After starting a family, the Bells entered officer training in 1954 and were commissioned in 1955 with the “Soul Winners” session. Throughout their officership, they served in corps and adult rehabilitation center (ARC) appointments. They retired in 1995 from the Flint, Mich., ARC, where Emory served as administrator.

In retirement, the Bells soldiered at the Grand Rapids Fulton Heights Citadel, Mich., Corps where they participated in music ministry and enjoyed fellowship with other retired officers. Emory was preceded in death by his wife. He is survived by his sisters Delra Vanderjagt and Donna Moorhead; children, George Bell and Peggy Carey, and several other family members.

At home in Michigan

Celebrating God’s love was the theme of the retirement service of Majors Ralph and Debbie Hansen. The meeting was officiated by their son, Captain Stephen Hansen, with the retirement ceremony being conducted by Commissioners Brad and Heidi Bailey. The celebration took place at the Grand Rapids Fulton Heights, Mich., Ray and Joan Kroc Corps Community Center, a location which brought the Hansens full circle in ministry.

Over the course of 40 years, the Hansens served in eight corps, two divisional and one territorial appointment. Notably, after leading the Burton Heights, Mich., Corps early in their officership, Ralph was heavily involved as Western Michigan and Northern Indiana divisional secretary in the early 2000s in the development of the Grand Rapids Kroc Center, which is located near the old Burton Heights Corps, as well as the South Bend Kroc Center, while Debbie served as divisional women’s ministry secretary.

“We are still captured by the old Salvation Army motto, ‘Heart to God and Hand to Man,’ as the description of our ministry,” said Ralph.

As they celebrated their retirement, the Hansens wanted the focus to be on God’s love which has been central to their calling and service. “This has been the focus of our ministry,” said Debbie. “Knowing God’s redeeming love and sharing it with others.”

The Hansens retired from their final appointment as corps officers in Escanaba, Mich., and have settled in western Michigan to be close to their only grandchild. They served 25 of their 40 years as officers in the state of Michigan and feel very much at home.

Promoted to Glory

Major Florence Mcathur

Major Florence Mcathur, 93, was promoted to Glory on February 21, 2019. She was sensitive to the Holy Spirit and earnestly sought the Lord all her life. She found it a joy and privilege to pray with others, rejoicing in their salvation.

Raised in a Christian home, Florence accepted Christ while attending summer camp at the age of 13. She consecrated her life to the Lord after completing high school, and feeling called to fulltime service, entered officer training from the Duluth, Minn., Corps in the Scandinavian Division in 1947. She was commissioned in 1948 with “The King’s Messengers” session.

Capable and willing, Florence served faithfully in corps appointments as well as in the Scandinavian department and territorial headquarters. In 1969 she attended the International College for Officers (ICO) in London. She retired in 1990 from her final appointment at the Duluth, Minn., Corps, after more than 40 years of officership.

She is survived by her nephew, Charles Vanderschuren.

Lt. Colonel Ruth Bonifield

Lt. Colonel Ruth Bonifield, 81, was promoted to Glory on February 22, 2019. Ruth was known for her laughter, inclusive love, wise counsel and spiritual encouragement.

She had a vibrant relationship with Christ and is remembered as a strong leader who paved the way for future generations. An annual “Woman in Leadership” award was established in Ruth’s name by her husband, Robert, which will be given in the Kansas and Western Missouri Division.

Ruth was the youngest of a blended family of 10 children. She met her husband, Lt. Colonel Robert Bonifield at the age of five when her family moved to Chicago Heights, Ill. They began dating as teens and were married in 1956.

The Bonfields entered officer training in 1959 and were commissioned as members of the “Great Hearts” session in 1960. Over the course of their officership, they served in corps, divisional and territorial appointments. Having led several divisions, they retired in 2003 from being the leaders of the Western Division.

Ruth is survived by her husband, their five children: Lt. Colonel Renea (Paul) Smith; Major Robin (Ken) Shields; Rhonda; Robert; Randi; 13 grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

Major Emory Bell

Major Emory Bell was promoted to Glory on February 15, 2019. He was a tenderhearted man who loved God with all of his being and strived to express God’s love through his devotion to family and service to others.

Emory grew up attending the Muskegon, Mich., Corps. He accepted Christ as a teenager during a Sunday evening salvation meeting. In 1948, he married Margaret Verhoeven. After starting a family, the Bells entered officer training in 1954 and were commissioned in 1955 with the “Soul Winners” session. Throughout their officership, they served in corps and adult rehabilitation center (ARC) appointments. They retired in 1995 from the Flint, Mich., ARC, where Emory served as administrator.

In retirement, the Bells soldiered at the Grand Rapids Fulton Heights Citadel, Mich., Corps where they participated in music ministry and enjoyed fellowship with other retired officers. Emory was preceded in death by his wife. He is survived by his sisters Delra Vanderjagt and Donna Moorhead; children, George Bell and Peggy Carey, and several other family members.

The Central Territory’s annual memorial service will be held in The Salvation Army section of Glen Oak Cemetery.

Sunday, May 19 — 3:00 p.m.

Glen Oak Cemetery
4301 W. Roosevelt Road
Hillside, IL 60162

Please join us as we remember and honor Salvationists who have gone before us.